
ART: Many famous artists and

techniques have come from The

Netherlands. We will be looking in

more detail at Delftware whereby

children will create their own Delft

designs and print it.

DT: This term will see some sweet

Dutch treats being created and

tasted.

P.E.

Real Leaders: All children are going

to learn what it means to be a great

leader and to lead their peers in

physical activities.

Swimming: 5P is swimming this term

with the aim to swim more confidently

and competently across a range of

strokes as well as performing some

invaluable life-saving strategies.

Maths

Alongside our focus of number, place

value and operations this term, we will

look at multiplication and division

methods as well as fractions, decimals

and percentages.

There will also be a continued focus on

times tables and arithmetic (mental

maths).

English

Writing and Grammar: We will

be focusing on writing a range of

high quality pieces, from

descriptive writing to information

texts around the book of

Neverbelieve.

Reading: Your child will

participate in a daily reading

activity to support their reading

and comprehension skills. Please

make sure you listen to your child

read regularly as well.

Science

Living Things in 

Their Environment: 

To classify and identify 

plants and animals 

using keys as well as 

seeing how they have 

adapted to their 

environments.

Humanities 

We will be exploring The

Netherlands this term,

looking at its traditions,

culture, language and

history and comparing it

with our own as well as

the importance and impact

of water on the country.

R.E.

What does it mean for

Muslims to follow God?

We will be looking at the

beliefs and practices of

Islam and how they show

their love for God.

French

As-tu un animal? This term

we will be looking at the

names of animals and be able

to create short conversations

on them as well as looking at

Le Carnaval.

Music

Brass Project: Taught

by Mr Bonsor and Mr

Fountain, the brass

project will continue

throughout the year.

Please encourage your

children to practise if

they are able to.
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